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Work From Home tools, tips, and 
strategies for remote employee 

engagement.
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Remote Work and Brikit
15 years of experience with work from home solutions

Brikit helps fast-growing and Fortune 500 companies gear up for remote work. As a 100% work-from-home company, Brikit understands 
the remote work challenges you’re facing. We’d like to share proven tools and strategies to work from home effectively and keep your 
workforce aligned, happy, and productive.

Mobile



Tools - Desktop

Tools
We start with  , building on  and  to create an intuitive and powerful remote work the Brikit platform Atlassian Confluence Jira
tool foundation. Then add reliable video/voice conferencing and screen sharing (such as  or ) and a flexible Zoom BlueJeans
chat platform that integrates with your other tools (we’re huge fans of ).Slack

Learn about the Brikit platform for remote work

Tools - Mobile

Solutions - Desktop

Solutions
Becoming a work-from-home enterprise means overcoming the challenges posed by a remote workforce. Here are the 
solutions most commonly tackled by our customers:

Solutions - Mobile

Visual - Desktop
project management

We developed a sophisticated project management workflow based on Atlassian and Brikit tools that can handle the most 
complex projects and bring everyone on the same page.

whiteboard brainstorming

Talk to us about alternative ways to get ideas flowing, even when you're not all in the same room and you don't have a 
whiteboard. Our brainstorm solutions cover tools and practices you can use to replace the whiteboard today. 

remote meetings

https://www.brikit.com/display/platform/The+Brikit+Platform
https://www.atlassian.com/confluence
https://www.atlassian.com/jira
https://zoom.us
https://www.bluejeans.com
https://slack.com
https://www.brikit.com/display/platform/The+Brikit+Platform


Running meetings remotely cannot be done in the same way as onsite meetings. Learn how you can prepare remote meetings to 
make the most of your time and how to create action items that participants will follow up on.

team alignment and internal documentation

Knowledge is key and even more so when you're working from home. Document your expectations, project goals, processes and 
culture meticulously to get everyone aligned. 

Visual - Desktop
change management

Change is hard and has always been. Managing change initiatives remotely can be even more daunting. We have developed 
tools and practices that have empowered our team for over a decade

onboarding

One of the most challenging aspects of remote work. Learn how you can use Confluence and other Atlassian apps to make sure 
every new employee has a smooth onboarding experience. 

client communication and management

Working with clients is our bread and butter and we rely heavily on tools to streamline our client projects and ensure a mutual 
understanding of project status, goals, and timeline. 

digital workplaces

Learn how you can do all of the above, and more, with digital workplace solutions that connect your people to align, learn, 
contribute, and get work done.

Want to know more?
Contact Us

Working Remotely and Thriving: A Panel Discussion with the Pioneers of Remote Work
Remote Work Transformation
Digital Workplace Design

https://www.brikit.com/display/brikit/Contact
https://www.brikit.com/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=36805212
https://www.brikit.com/display/services/Remote+Work+Transformation
https://www.brikit.com/display/learn/Digital+Workplace+Design
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